Insight into the combined colloidal-humic acid fouling on the hybrid coagulation microfiltration membrane process: The importance of aluminum
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**HIGHLIGHTS**

- Fouling behavior of HA and kaolin is studied in coagulation–microfiltration process.
- Coexistence of HA and kaolin displayed an apparent synergic fouling effect.
- Different mechanisms governed the fouling process with increase in aluminum dosage.
- Properties of flocs rather than cake layer mass decided the membrane performance.

**GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT**

**ABSTRACT**

The hybrid coagulation–microfiltration process has been used for water treatment plants. However, membrane fouling is still the major barrier for its application. In this study, the impact of interactions between natural organic matter and particles on fouling has been investigated. The model substances were kaolin, humic acid and aluminum as the coagulant. The results demonstrated that flux was almost kept constant for humic acid due to its linear structure. However, the flux of the synthetic solution decline was substantial. More interesting, the addition of aluminum with different dosages played a significant role in membrane filtration. With the low dosage of AlCl\textsubscript{3} as 0.06 mmol/L, there were no visible flocs, but the flux of the synthetic solution showed a noticeable decreasing due to the complexation of humic acid and aluminum. With the increase of aluminum, the flux was apparently improved for the flocs formed. It indicated that the dosage of coagulant was a key parameter to decide the effect of filtration since coagulation had both positive and negative effects on membrane fouling. Additionally, the experimental results also revealed that the floc structure and pore blocking might take the major responsibility for the flux decline.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Membrane filtration has been widely used for water and waste water treatment in the past decade [1–3]. Particularly, the hybrid coagulation–microfiltration process which does not require
settling processes are becomes more and more popular in China due to various reasons, such as the strict regulatory requirements for the effluent quality, operation easiness, limited footprints and competitive cost [4–8]. However, membrane fouling which can cause serious flux decline is still a major barrier limiting its wide application. Particles, organic matters and inorganic ions are identified to cause membrane fouling with various mechanisms. Almost all studies on the membrane fouling in water treatment have focused on single type foulant, either colloidal foulants or organic foulants [9–11].

Natural organic matters (NOMs) consisting of a variety of biorefractory organic compounds including humic substances have been widely reported as the major foulant during surface water filtration [12–14]. And NOMs usually can combine with particles in the aqueous environment [15]. This occurrence modified the physicochemical characteristics of the colloidal-NOMs surface. Previous research suggested that NOMs especially humic substances could improve the stability of particle suspension, and that divalent cations would destabilize them [16,17]. More recently, some specific fractions of NOMs were found to be effectively destabilized in the presence of particles [18].

Over the past few decades, coagulation/flocculation was widely used as a pretreatment step of microfiltration and ultrafiltration for water treatment [6,19–21]. Kim et al. [22] suggested that coagulation can improve the membrane flux and mitigate fouling by changing particle characteristics at low aluminum dosage and reducing the foulants loading at high aluminum dosage. Wang et al. [23] found that both structure and size of aggregates played important roles in membrane filtration by investigating the effects of particle charge, size and fractal dimension under different pre-coagulation pH and aluminum dosages on microfiltration (MF) membrane performance. Although the coagulation pretreatment has several advantages, some studies have demonstrated that it also could aggravate membrane fouling by serious pore blockage. Carroll et al. [24] reported the fouling became more serious caused by NOM after coagulation treatment. Schäfer et al. [25] found membrane flux experienced a noticeable declining during the flat microfiltration process, when used ferrous salts as the coagulants. A similar phenomenon was found for the UF membrane. Judd and Hillis [26] indicated that the flocs should come to a certain size; otherwise the flocs would block membrane pores and cause irreversible fouling. Other researches [27] also reported the addition of coagulants aggravated fouling in coagulation–membrane filtration process. Researches on combined fouling of NOM-particle on membrane filtration process have been published in the past few decades [18,28,29]. These contradictory results might be attributed to the fact that the mutual interaction among colloidal-NOM has important effect on membrane fouling. Nevertheless, combined NOM-particle fouling on hybrid coagulation–MF membrane process still needs further understanding. However, knowledge of such combined effects could be vital to better understanding of membrane fouling and has a great practical impact in the industrial applications.

The objective of the present work is to seek a further understanding of the fouling mechanism of NOM combined with colloidal particles with the addition of the coagulant (AlCl3) in the hybrid coagulation–MF membrane process. Experiments were designed to: (1) compare the extent of flux decline under different solution with or without coagulant; (2) understand the interaction of NOMs, inorganic particles and coagulant, as well as their combined influence on membrane performance and fouling.

### 2. Materials and methods

#### 2.1. Model foulants

Kaolin (Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) was applied as a model particle. The stock suspension of kaolin was prepared with deionized water.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Characteristics of the model waters.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model water</td>
<td>Dosage of AlCl₃ (mmol/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA, 3 mg-C/L</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaolin, 50 mg/L</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaolin, 50 mg/L–HA, 3 mg-C/L</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaolin, 50 mg/L–HA, 3 mg-C/L</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA, 3 mg-C/L</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaolin, 50 mg/L–HA, 3 mg-C/L</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA, 3 mg-C/L</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaolin, 50 mg/L–HA, 3 mg-C/L</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The solid concentration of suspension was determined gravimetrically to be 33 mg/L. The average size of particles in the suspension was close to 2.6 μm, measured by a laser diffraction instrument (Mastersizer 2000, Malvern, UK). The concentration of kaolin suspension was determined as 50 mg/L.

The humic acid (HA) was selected to represent the natural organic matter. HA (Tianjin, China) stock solution was made by dissolving 4 g of HA into 500 mL 0.01 M NaOH solution. Then, the solution was stirred for 24 h, and filtered through a 0.45 μm membrane to remove residual non-dissolved humic acid. Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) was measured by a TOC analyzer (TOC-Vcph, Shimadzu, Japan). The concentration of HA solution was 3 mg-C/L.

#### 2.2. Synthetic waters and jar-test experiment

The synthetic water was prepared by dissolving the HA stock solution and kaolin stock suspension in deionized water with 0.001 mol/L NaHCO₃ to provide ionic strength and pH buffers. An aluminum chloride (AlCl₃, analytical grade, Beijing Chemical Regent Company, China) was added as the coagulant during the flocculation at room temperature (~22 °C) on the synthetic waters with a jar-test device (ZR4-6, Zhongrun, Shenzhen, China). The jar-tester consisted of six 1-L rectangular beakers, each was filled with 500 mL water. The mixing was provided by flat paddle mixers (5.0 cm × 4.0 cm). The concentration of the added AlCl₃ was ranged from 0 to 0.16 mmol/L.

For a jar-test run, the synthetic water was first mixed rapidly at 250 rpm for 30 s. Then the coagulant was added by pipettes at the beginning of a rapid mixing with 200 rpm for 1 min. Following the rapid mixing, the water in the jar-test beakers was mixed for flocculation at a slower rate of 40 rpm for 15 min. The floc sizes were evaluated using the laser particle analyzer (Mastersizer 2000, Malvern, UK) and dynamic laser light scattering instrument (BL-200sm, Brookhaven Instruments Corporation, USA). After another 20 min for settling, the supernatant water was taken for water quality measurements. The turbidity of the waters was measured with a Turbidimeter (2100P, HACH, Loveland, USA), and UV₂₅₄ was measured by a spectrophotometer (UV-Vis 8500, China) using a 1 cm quartz cell after filtration through 0.45 mm membrane. A summary of the eight synthetic water characteristics was shown in Table 1.

#### 2.3. Microfiltration procedure

A schematic diagram of the MF system used in this study was shown in Fig. 1. Microfiltration began immediately at the end of coagulation and the suspension was stirred continuously with slow mixing intensity of 40 rpm at the same time. The floc was sucked carefully into the membrane cell by a vacuum pump (GAST, USA) to avoid floc breakage. Membrane filtration experiments were conducted in a 50 mL-capacity unstirred batch cell and operated in dead-end filtration. A feed reservoir with 2 L was connected to the stirred batch cell and each solution was transferred into the
feed reservoir and slowly agitated to make a uniform suspension. The flat sheet of MF (polyvinylidene fluoride, PVDF) membrane (DURAPOR EP® membrane filters, Millipore, USA) with an average pore size of 0.22 μm was used in this study. The membrane was placed at the bottom of the cell with smooth side toward the bulk solution. Nitrogen gas at constant pressure of 50 kPa was applied to drive the feed solution through membrane. Permeate mass was weighed by an electronic balance (PL2002-IC, Mettler-Toledo, Switzerland) and recorded via a personal computer equipped with a data acquisition system (Fig. 1). The filtration was terminated when the accumulated permeate volume reached 250 mL. A new piece of membrane was used in all the experiments. The membrane was soaked in deionized water at least 24 h before use. The pure water flux was measured before each experiment.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Properties of model solutions

Table 1 shows the properties of eight model solutions. It is observed that particles will aggregate with each other and form flocs if the addition of AlCl₃ reached to 0.12 mM/L and 0.16 mM/L, while the other five solutions are very stable. For HA permeate, the UV₂₅₄ almost keeps the same which means that HA cannot be retained by MF filtration. The value of UV₂₅₄ decreases a little to 0.294 cm⁻¹ in the HA–kaolin synthetic solution compared to pure HA solution due to the absorption of HA on kaolin particles. Over 90% of UV₂₅₄ is removed when 0.06 mM/L AlCl₃ is added for both HA and HA–kaolin solutions. Furthermore, no visible flocs can be detected. With the increase of the AlCl₃ from 0 mM/L to 0.16 mM/L, the UV₂₅₄ of HA solution can decrease from 0.375 cm⁻¹ to 0.007 cm⁻¹.

3.2. Membrane performance

The variation in MF permeate flux of HA solution, kaolin solution and HA–kaolin synthetic solution can be found in Fig. 2. It is interesting to note that the flux of HA solution is almost constant during the whole filtration process. According to the previous researches [30,31], the structure of HA appears a flexible linear under a low concentration (3.0 mg-C/L) and a high pH (8), hence they can easily pass through membrane pores. Nevertheless, the membrane flux for both kaolin and HA–kaolin solutions decline sharply. The performance of the synthetic solution seems to be better than that of the kaolin solution since the flux of synthetic solution is a little bit higher at the end of filtration. It is considered that the adsorption of HA improved the surface negative charges of kaolin, leading to a higher electrostatic repulsion between particles and formation of looser cake layer on membrane surface. It could improve the porosity of the cake layer, resulting in a higher flux.

3.3. Effect of colloidal particles

Fig. 3 describes fouling behaviors with/without kaolin. It can be noticed that the difference of flux with/without kaolin is not obvious. Theoretically, the mass of the cake layer could have a big difference. It would have 50 mg cake layer difference in per liter permeate. But this difference actually causes a little effect on membrane flux in the experiments. The results are very thought-provoking. For the systems with a higher aluminum addition, it can be explained that the resistance of the cake layer is mainly
depended on the structure of the flocs. The mass difference of the cake layer could be overlooked. Nevertheless, if the dosage of AlCl₃ is quite low (0.06 mmol/L), the only thing we can check is to analyze the particle size distribution, especially the smaller fraction. According to the DLS results (Fig. 4), the average particle size of the smaller fraction is 90.8 nm. Apparently, these small particles can enter into the pores and accumulate in channels, causing the pores blockage, and the flux dramatically declined finally.

3.4. Effects of coagulants on fouling

Many previous studies suggested that aluminum ion can form complexes with HA [7,12]. On the other hand, it also can be absorbed on the surface of colloidal particles, modifies the physicochemical properties of them. In the HA–kaolin synthetic solution, different dosages of aluminum could cause different competition behaviors between HA and kaolin. Fig. 5 presents that aluminum dosage has a great influence on membrane performance in the synthetic solution. Flux decreases by 90% when the accumulated permeate volume reaches to 125 mL if 0.06 mmol/L AlCl₃ is added into the synthetic solution. As the dosage of AlCl₃ increases to 0.12 mmol/L, the filtration performance is better than that of the other synthetic solutions. However, if the dosage of AlCl₃ increases to 0.16 mmol/L, the flux is reduced.

As shows in Table 1, when 0.06 mmol/L AlCl₃ is added into the synthetic solution, the solution still keeps very stable and no visible flocs are formed. However the removal efficiency of UV₂₅₄ can achieve above 90%. In order to find out the reason, DLS is used to analyze the differences of the small size fraction of the particles before and after addition of 0.06 mmol/L AlCl₃ into the synthetic solution. Fig. 6 provides the small size particle profile of HA–kaolin synthetic solutions. Clearly, the average size of 19.1 nm is much lower than the membrane size. Therefore, almost all small particles would pass through the MF membrane and exhibited no effect on the flux. When 0.06 mmol/L AlCl₃ is added into the synthetic solution, there are two peaks as indicated in Fig. 6. One is 50 nm and another is 500 nm with an average size of 295 nm. This increased average size is much closer to the membrane pore size. Although the solution is still stable, the particles can more easily block the membrane surface pores and channels, leading to a sharp increase in filtration resistance and a dramatic reduction in membrane flux.

In addition, although aggregation is not observed with the addition of 0.06 mmol/L AlCl₃, it is inevitable that aluminum ion and HA can interact with each other and form complexes, which can shelter some functional groups in HA molecules and result in decrease of surface potential of HA. And the structure of HA could change from flexible linear shape into twist spherical one, leading to serious pore blocked. Hence it become easier for HA to approach and absorb on the membrane surface or pores, causing rapid decline of flux.

As mentioned above, coagulation displays both positive and negative effects during membrane filtration. Membrane flux deteriorates in the HA–kaolin solution with the dosage of 0.16 mmol/L AlCl₃, compared to that of no aluminum addition, which illustrates coagulation has negative effect on improving membrane flux. By contrast, the flux increases with the dosage of 0.12 mmol/L aluminum, indicating coagulation appeared positive effect during coagulation–microfiltration membrane process. The results show that structure of the formed flocs has a significant role on coagulation pretreatment [32]. And the dosage of coagulant is a key parameter to decide the effect of coagulation.

The results with different dosage of aluminum are analyzed by using several blocking models developed by different assumptions [33,34] (Table 2), as shown in Fig. 7. It can be easily known that cake filtration model (Fig. 7(d)) has the best linear fitting in all dosages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Law</th>
<th>Equation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complete blocking</td>
<td>$V = \frac{J_0}{k_{CB}} (1 - e^{-k_{CB}t})$</td>
<td>Particles do not accumulate on each other and particles arriving at the membrane will seal pores, $d_{pore} = \bar{d}_{pore}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate blocking</td>
<td>$V = \frac{J_0}{k_{CB}} \ln(1 + k_{CB}t)$</td>
<td>Particles accumulate on each other and seal membrane pores, $d_{pore} = \bar{d}_{pore}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard blocking</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{k} = \frac{1}{k_{CB}} + \frac{1}{k_{adv}}$</td>
<td>Particles deposit on the internal pore walls, decreasing the pore diameter, $d_{particle} &lt; d_{pore}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cake filtration</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{k} = \frac{k_{CB}}{k_{adv}} V + \frac{1}{k_{adv}}$</td>
<td>Particles are retained due to sieving and form a cake on the surface, then deposition occurs on other particles, finally all membrane area is blocked, $d_{particle} &lt; d_{pore}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 6. Particle size distribution of the HA–kaolin synthetic water by using NNLS method.

Fig. 7. Mechanisms analysis by using four blocking models under different dosages of alum.
of aluminum \( (R^2 > 0.99, \text{Table S1}) \). However, other three models display a good linear fitting in various filtration stages \( (R^2 > 0.95) \), indicating that the blocking mechanism is very complicated. In different filtration stage, different fouling processes \( (\text{Table 2}) \) could take place at the same time. Hence, it is difficult to distinguish these four blocking mechanisms. At present, no uniform model is established and further investigation is required.

Supplementary Table S1 related to this article can be found, in the online version, at \( \text{http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.colsurfa.2014.07.033} \).

3.5. Combined fouling mechanism

It is generally accepted that HA and FA are the major components of the DOMs in the natural water body \([4, 6, 7, 12]\). The particles, especially the colloidal particles, can react with organic matters through different ways. Adsorption between them is a very common phenomenon. As our synthetic system \( (\text{HA, 3 mgC/L, kaolin, 50 mg/L}) \), HA is plenty enough to occupy the adsorption sites of the kaolin surface, demonstrates as \( \text{Fig. 8(b)} \). Compared to the pure kaolin solution \( (\text{Fig. 8(a)}) \), the repulsion forces between particles are strengthened due to the adsorption of HA. Therefore, the porosity of the cake layer on membrane could be increased a little bit. It can explain why the flux of synthetic solution is better than that of the pure kaolin suspension.

If aluminum is added into the synthetic solution, the situation will become much more complicated. The hydrolysis of aluminum, adsorption of aluminum on colloidal particles and complexation between HA and aluminum will happen at the meantime. The competition of these three reactions is highly relied on the dosage of aluminum. If the dosage of aluminum is low \( (0.06 \text{mmol/L}) \), the destabilization and aggregation of the particles will not occur. But the aluminum ion will form the complex with the free HA molecular, which should be prior to the hydrolysis of aluminum and then adsorb on particles. It can be seen from \( \text{Fig. 8(c)} \), the morphology of HA could be changed from linear structure to the spherical one due to the complexation, resulting in pore blocking and aggravating membrane fouling. Apparently, under this situation, particle size of the complex (formed by HA and aluminim) is quite close to the membrane pore size. Thus, the presence of the kaolin particles has no effect on the membrane performance. With the increase in aluminum dosage, HA will be absorbed by hydrolyzed products of aluminum and the zeta potential would reach more close to zero, which means they will be much more easily to collide with each other and destabilize the kaolin particles, and flocs are formed, then settling down. Additionally, the hydrolysis of aluminum will also take the same effects described in \( \text{Fig. 8(d)} \). The floc properties can determine the structure of cake layer, such as particle size, intensity and fractal dimension. According to the schematic illustration, it can be explained that if the kaolin particles are in certain extent, the thickness of the cake layer is not as important as the structure of the cake layer, indicating that coagulation may take both positive and negative effects in membrane filtration.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the combined effect of HA and kaolin, especially under the addition of aluminum, was investigated during the microfiltration membrane process. The following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The flux was almost constant for HA solution during the microfiltration experiment due to the linear structure of HA, which made HA easily permeate the membrane. However, the kaolin and synthetic solution displayed a substantial flux decline.
2. With the low dosage of aluminum as 0.06 mmol/L, there were no visible flocs, but the flux of synthetic solution showed a noticeable decreasing due to the complexation of HA and aluminum. The morphology of HA could change from linear structure to the spherical one, resulting in pore blocking and aggravating the membrane fouling. With the increase of aluminum content, flocs would be formed, but the filtration performance was apparently improved.
3. According to the experiments with/without kaolin particles under different dosage of aluminum, the results indicated that the properties of flocs rather than mass of the cake layer were the major determinative factors. Therefore, coagulation may take both positive and negative effects in coagulation–membrane system. The dosage of coagulant was a key parameter to decide the effect of coagulation.
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